MCM holds Online National Quiz celebrating India's glory

The Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Cell of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women organised ‘Sanskriti' an online National Quiz to celebrate the imperishable glory of India. The event saw an overwhelming response from 17 states as 786 enthusiastic participants put to test their knowledge of India’s rich diversity in this quiz which was open to the respondents only for 30 minutes. An exciting round of questions witnessed pan-India participation as quick response from not only all the Northern Indian States and Union territories but also from Assam, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Odisha, Bihar. Answering a wide array of questions spanning over art and literature, history and polity, science and technology and environmental issues in India was a stimulating experience for the participants.

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava applauded the EBSB Cell for striving to strengthen the multi-cultural fabric of our great nation. She congratulated the participants as such activities encourage them to explore various aspects and facets of India.